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Intravenous Saline



Why Hypertonic Saline?

 Hemodynamics


 
Redistributes fluid from interstitial space to 
intravascular space → Increasing preload


 
Causes vasodilation → Reducing afterload

 Traumatic Brain Injury


 
Decreases intracranial pressure

 Immune Modulation 


 
Attenuates proinflammatory response to truama


 
Enhances T-cell function



 Houston, Denver and Milwaukee
 Randomized Controlled Trial


 

250cc 7.5%NaCl in 6% Dextran
vs.


 

250cc Standard Resuscitation fluid 
(NS,LR,Plasmalyte)



 422 patients enrolled
 Inclusion


 
>16yo


 
Event within one hr


 
Initial SBP <90

 359 in final analysis


 
72% with penetrating    
injuries



Survival

 Primary Endpoint


 
No statistical difference 
overall

 Pts requiring surgery


 
Significant benefit in the 
HSD arm (p 0.02)


 
88% survival in HSD


 
77% survival in STD



Complications



Outcomes

 Hypertonic resuscitation is safe.
 Hypertonic Resuscitation is at least equivalent 

to standard resuscitation.
 Within the study design, hypertonic saline 

demonstrated a potential benefit in the 
subgroup with penetrating injury and active 
hemorrhage.



Limitations

 No restriction on the amount of fluid given
 Underpowered


 

Patients used in analysis   
• 359


 

Projected number to achieve significant effect   
• 700


 

Given Injury severity in study population    
• 1200 



 Single Center 2003-2005
 250mL HSD vs 250mL LR
 209 patients enrolled and analyzed



Primary Outcome



Subgroup: Massive Transfusion

 Massive Transfusion


 
>10 U PRBCs

 13% ARDS free


 
HDS group

 0% ARDS free


 
LR group



Outcomes and Limitations

 This study was closed secondary to futility
 The NNT for statistical significance was over 900
 Higher ISS in the HSD group
 Inclusion criteria of SBP<90 lead to enrollment of   
patients not at risk for ARDS
45% of patients enrolled received no transfusions



 Double Blinded RCT
 7.5% HS
vs.
 7.5% HS plus 6% Dextran
vs.
 0.9% NS
 Inclusion: Prehospital SBP <70, or 71-90 with a 

HR >108.



Outcomes

 Primary: 28 day survival
 Secondary: 


 
Fluid and Blood requirements


 
28 day ARDS free survival


 
MOF


 
Infections

 3726 patients needed to achieve significance
 895 randomized



Outcomes



Outcomes

 Trial was terminated secondary to higher 
mortality in the HS and HSD groups that did not 
receive blood.



Limitations

 The study was stopped early secondary to safety    
concerns


 
?earlier hemorrhage


 
?late recognition of shock

 This study was underpowered

 There was no restrictions on fluids given 


 
The hypertonic groups received the same amount of      
fluids as the control
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Multifactorial Cerebral Protection



 RCT 
 HSD vs. HS vs. NS
 Inclusion: 


 
Blunt Mechanism


 
Age>15


 
GCS<8


 
Not in the hypotension arm of the study

 1331 randomized, 1282 treated



Outcomes

 No difference in 6 month glascow outcome score

 No difference in ICU stay, 28d survival or organ      
dysfunction

 ICP monitors were placed in 28% of patients


 
No difference in ICPs between cohorts



Limitations

 There was no evidence of hypotension
 No standardized management for TBI
 ICPs were treated with additional HS or 

mannitol per surgeon preference
 Only 85% of patients were available for the 6 

month analysis
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Immune Modulation with HS
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 Prehospital RCT of blunt abdominal trauma
7.5%HS/6%Dextran
vs.
LR
 PMN Activation, CD 11b Surface expression, and 
Monocyte Activation studied

 Inclusion: blunt trauma, age>18, SBP<90



Outcomes

 No difference in PMN 
activation

 1.5 fold increase in 
CD11b expression        
with LR

 CD11b with HSD   
was equal to healthy 
controls

 No sig difference in  
TNFα or IL-6



Outcomes
 All injured patients 

had a reduction in 
cytokine response

 Patients treated with 
HSD were less 
blunted than the std 
group



Conclusions

 Hypertonic resuscitation has been shown to 
have great potential for trauma resuscitation in 
vitro and animal models.

 Unfortunately, this has not been demonstrated 
in clinical trials for a variety of reasons.

 All the trials conducted to date, have utilized a 
single infusion of 250mL of HS/HSD with 
otherwise standard resuscitation



Future Directions

 Inhaled HS has been shown to decrease 
exacerbations in CF patients secondary to 
macrophage attenuation

 Possible translation into our trauma populations 
with inhaled HS in ARDS



Thank You
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